After fifteen years of brilliant service as Dean of the School of Medicine, Dr. Milton C. Winternitz retires and will give his entire time to his professorship in pathology. . ... Dr. Winternitz' achievement has few parallels in American educational history. When he took charge, the School of Medicine faced the most disheartening prospects. The faculty had just lost by resignation a number of its ablest men at the head of important clinics. The plant was scattered, cramped, outworn, and outmoded. The hospital facilities were also distressingly inadequate, both in quantity and in quality, for the purposes of a modern school. The students were few in number and in many cases unsatisfactory in ability and personality. The alumni of the University were many of them hostile to the effort to build up a first-class medical school at Yale, among them not a few important physicians. The University community was anything but sympathetic. The school and the hospital were both crippled by lack of funds. Altogether the outlook was as unpromising and depressing as could xvell be conceived.
positive health as the dominating ideal to which medicine must now devote itself, teaching men how to live sanely and vigorously and not merely how to forestall disease or how to cure it when it appears, important as are both these ends.
As a by-product of this principle, he has constantly dwelt upon the responsibility of medicine to concern itself with the whole man and not simply with his diseased organs, to take into full and intelligent account in caring for him his entire social and economic environment. This position can be lampooned, if taken unfairly out of context. A man with a sliver in his finger wants quick and simple surgical help and, once rendered, that is likely to be the end of the episode. To bring remote economic and social considerations into the picture would be silly. But in serious, continuing illness, and still more in the preventive activities of medicine and in the development of the program of positive health, these considerations are not only not ridiculous, they are absolutely indispensable.
Many of these ideals, together with the conception of the coordination of all the available sciences and technical skills to meet the basic and enduring problems of man in society, are perhaps most graphically embodied in the Institute of Human Relations, in whose founding Dr. Winternitz was a leading figure.
He has also contributed to many improvements in the methods of teaching medicine to students. Very small classes, highly individualized instruction, and the stimulation of the student's own initiative and responsibility for his development-all have received his energetic encouragement. Not the least important accomplishment has been the development of a strong library, which is now an integral part of the life of the school.... The University is under deep and lasting obligation to Dr. Winternitz, and the School of Medicine will always stand as a monument to the wise and devoted service which he rendered at a critical period.
